Instructions for Tightening the Mounting Clips

**IMPORTANT:** Only mount VersaView® display computers or monitors in the horizontal position, so the I/O ports are at the bottom of the device.

Before you tighten any mounting clips, verify that the bezel gasket is uniformly in place without any surface obstructions.

1. Hand-tighten the mounting clips around the bezel with the tightening sequence for your display size. Repeat this process at least three times until the clips are hand-tight and the gasket is compressed uniformly against the panel.

2. With a 2 mm Allen wrench, tighten the screws on the mounting clips to a torque of 0.4 N•m (3.5 lb•in) with the tightening sequence for your display size, making sure to not overtighten.

3. Repeat the tightening sequence at least three times until the screws on the mounting clips are torqued to 0.7 N•m (6.2 lb•in), making sure the gasket is compressed uniformly against the panel.

**12.1 in. Display Size Tightening Sequence**

**15.6 in. Display Size Tightening Sequence**

**18.5 in. and 21.5 in. Display Sizes Tightening Sequence**